Design

MENG 185 Mechanical Design **
Instructor: Aaron Dollar

MENG 390 Mechatronics Laboratory
Instructor: Ian Abraham

ENAS 778 Advanced Robotic Mechanisms
Instructor: Aaron Dollar
Design
Cognition
Perception
Assessment

CPSC 485 Applied Planning and Optimization
Instructor: Daniel Rakita

CPSC 487 3D Spatial Modeling and Computing **
Instructor: Daniel Rakita

ENAS 773 Fundamentals of Robot Modeling and Control
Instructor: Ian Abraham
Assessment

CPSC 484 Introduction to Human-Computer Interaction **
Instructor: Marynel Vazquez
Additional Considerations

Programming Fundamentals

Math Fundamentals (especially linear algebra and calculus)
Questions?  *Feel free to reach out!*

daniel.rakita@yale.edu